
PACIFICA
G O O D  A F T E R N O O N ,

S H A R I  R O B I N  WA R R E N



My afternoon in Pacifica, a small beach town south 
of San Francisco, was my first outing beyond my 

front door after the isolating 2020 Pandemic lock 
down that happened in March. Late December of 
that year, my neighbor had asked me if I wanted 
to take a ride to the beach and get out the house. 
I said “Yes, please!”, grabbed my camera, my coat 
and off we went.

Smells of ocean salted mist, crashing waves and 
ever-changing cloud filled skies invigorated my 
soul. Walking amongst the locals, I was so happy 
to see smiles and hear laughter from inside their 
face masks. I felt alive again and reacquainted with 
our world. 

I share with you my photos of my afternoon in 
Pacifica, from the beach side trails and fishing pier. 
I hope you will see the awe I felt in this charming 
and magnificent coastside town.

G O O D  A F T E R N O O N ,

PACIFICA





Crashing waves against the massive rock levee on Beach Boulevard. Pacifica view of the distant northern Marin headlands.



Locals fishing off the Pacifica pier. Hanging crab cage.



Crab cage detail. Seafood dinner tonight.



Busy afternoon on the pier with fishermen, locals and visitors enjoying the ocean air.



Sunlit seafoam formations creating fluid abstract designs on the water.





Recent wave spent followed by a new wave forming.



Push and pull motion of the ocean.



Chasing waves. Picnic on the beach.



Long walk on the beach.



I have the beach to myself. Seagull makes his own rules.



Entrance to the Memory Tribute Garden. Whale sculpture in flight.



Seashell and Flag Ornamnents. In memory birdhouses.



Squid decoration.



Words of wisdom. Farewell message to Covid.



Bloom where you’re planted. You have permission to daydream.



Words to live by.



Two views of lone tree overlooking Pacifica.



Seagull squad on the lookout for snacks.



Bird meetup at the sidewalk. Scavenger hunt.  First come, first served.



Bird’s eye view. Waiting for family dinner to wash up.



I would walk one thousand miles for you.   






